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MATHEMATICS
PAPER: MTM 401

(F'UNCTIONAL ANALYSIS)
Full Marks: 50 Time: 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand mmgin indicate frrll marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicabJe.

L Answer any FOUR questions from the following: 4x2:8
a) Let T be a linear transformation between fwo normed spaces. Prove that if T is

continuous at 0 then T is continuous at all points.

b)Let I e B(H,Y) whereHis aHilbert space andY is an innerproductspace. Prove

that l17.ll'z= l(lr. rl)l = l(lrI-l)l : llrll'.
c) Let /1be a complex Hilbert space and I e B L(H), (Ax, x) = 0,Y x € H. Prove that

A=0.
d) State with justification, whether the following statement is true or false:

Let I be a proper dense subspace ofa Banach space X. Then Y is not a Banach

space with respect to the induced norm.

e) Let X be a nomed space and Y be a closed subset of X. If xn\ x in X, then show

thatxrlY\x+YinX/Y.
f) Let S be a non-empty subset of an inner product space X. Show that Sr is a closed

linear subspace of X.

Answer any FOUR questions from the following: 4x4:16
a) Suppose that X and lare Banach spaces, T:X --+ Y is a linear map which has a

closed graph. Prove that Iis continuous.

b) (i) Define adjoint operator.

(ii) Let T e B(H,Y) where 11 is aHilbert space and Iis an inner product space.

Prove that the adjoint T- of T is the unique mapping of I into H such that
(Tx,y): \x,7. y),Yx e H andy eY.

c) SupposeX and Y are Banach spaces and T e B(X,Y) is injective. IfZ is bounded

below then prove that Rang(T) is closed.

d) If f € B(H) is suchthatlTx,x >:0 for allx e H,thenshowthatl=0, where

H is a complex Hilbert space.

llxll = [tl,tr)l'*

2.

e) Let X = C,3. For x : (x(7),x(2),x(3)) € X, let

-1
lx(z)]'?); + lx(3)13]', Show that ll. ll is a norm on x. (P.r.o)
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f) Let X and Y be inner product that a linear map F: X -+ Y
satisfies ((x), f (y)) : \x,y) for all x,y € X if and only if it satisfies ll f (x) ll

=ll x ll for all x e X where the norms on X and Y are induced by the respective

inner products.

3. Answer any TWO questions from the following: 2x8:16
a) (i) Prove that a Banach space cannot have a countable infinite basis.

(ii) Let X andY be Banach spaces and T e B(X,y). If f is bijective, prove that
there exists S e B(X,Y) such that SI : idx andTS : idv. 4+4

b) Let, {ur,uz,u3, ... } be an orthogonal set in an inner product space X and let
kLk2,k2,... e c,.

(i) If Xt1 kr.u, converges to some x e X,then prove that kn = (x,un) and

Lff=rlk.l' < *'
(ii)lf X is a Hilbert space and E}rlk.l2 < oo, prove that Xff=r k,.u, converges
in X. 4+4

c) (i) Let M be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H and x E H. Then show that
there existunique y e M and, z e ML suchthat y : y * z.
(ii) Show that a normed space X is a Banach space if and only if every absolutely
summable series of elements of X is summable in X. 3+5

d) (i) Let X be an inner product space and A,B c X. Then show that
(a)1cB =r Brc /r,(b) Ac ntL,(c),4r=1-Lu.

(ii) If llr + lyll : llx - lyllis true for all scalar 1, then show that x I y.
6+ 2
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